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30/10; 20/5; 8Gy

 MC  (90%) - Met - lung, prostate, breast, kidney

 Overall pain response rates of ~ 60% 

 Complete pain response rates ~ 10–25%

Rich, Shayna E., et al. "Update of the systematic review of palliative radiation therapy fractionation for bone metastases." Radiotherapy 

and Oncology 126.3 (2018): 547-557.

Chow, Ronald, et al. "Single vs multiple fraction palliative radiation therapy for bone metastases: Cumulative meta-

analysis." Radiotherapy and Oncology 141 (2019): 56-61



Better survival

 Improved systemic Rx

 Also local modalities

 Target mutations - melanoma, lung

 Durable symptom mx

 Potential late side effects with large volume

 Cure!!



However

 Longer time to start

 Resource

 Increased toxicity

 Only after Liver & lung - dose fall off in mm

 Serial

 Catastrophic



 Minimal inter fraction

change & little intrafraction 

movement 

 On board imaging - Xray, 

CT

 Planning  - arcs, IMRT

Osborn, Virginia W., Anna Lee, and Yoshiya Yamada. "Stereotactic body radiation therapy for spinal malignancies." Technology in Cancer Research & 

Treatment 17 (2018): 1533033818802304.



SBRT

 An external beam radiation therapy method used to very precisely deliver a 

high dose of radiation to an extracranial target within the body, using either 

a single dose or a small number of fractions.

 Tumor antigen-specific immune response, endothelial/vascular injury, or 

increased cell kill secondary to higher delivered dose

Potters, Louis, et al. "American Society for Therapeutic Radiology and Oncology (ASTRO) and American College of Radiology (ACR) practice guideline for

the performance of stereotactic body radiation therapy." International journal of radiation oncology, biology, physics 76.2 (2010): 326-332.





https://strawberryindigo.wordpress.com/2013/07/28/the-leap/leap-of-faith-fish/



MSKCC

 811 spine metastases in 657 patients,

 Median of 24 Gy ; median follow-up of 26.9 months

 Local failure <1% - 12 Months ; 3.1% at 48 months

 Median 17.09 Gy vs 23.56 - local failure 14% vs 2.1% at 48 

months

 Independent of histology

Yamada, Yoshiya, et al. "The impact of histology and delivered dose on local control of spinal metastases treated with stereotactic radiosurgery." 

Neurosurgical focus 42.1 (2017): E6.



UPMC

 500 spinal mets

 12.5 to 25 Gy single

 Long term pain control - 86%

 Long term control - 90%; 88% of prior RT

Gerszten, Peter C., et al. "Radiosurgery for spinal metastases: clinical experience in 500 cases from a single institution." Spine 32.2 (2007): 193-199.



MDACC

 N=61

 16 to18 Gy - nonrenal cell histologies (n=30 ) 

 16 to 24 Gy - renal cell (n=33)

 Mean FU - 20 Months

 Local control - 88%

Garg, Amit K., et al. "Phase 1/2 trial of single‐session stereotactic body radiotherapy for previously unirradiated spinal metastases." Cancer 

118.20 (2012): 5069-5077.



NOMS Framework

Laufer, Ilya, et al. "The NOMS framework: approach to the treatment of spinal metastatic tumors." The oncologist 18.6 (2013): 744-751.



SINS Score



Bilsky grade



MDACC

 N=63

 30/5 vs 27/3 - no diffce

 N=149; 27 TO 30/3

 Less pain, opioid at 6 mo

 PFS 80.5% - 1 Yr & 72.5% - 2 yrs

Chang, Eric L., et al. "Phase I/II study of stereotactic body radiotherapy for spinal metastasis and its pattern of failure." Journal of Neurosurgery: Spine 

7.2 (2007): 151-160.

Wang, Xin Shelley, et al. "Stereotactic body radiation therapy for management of spinal metastases in patients without spinal cord compression: a phase 

1–2 trial." The lancet oncology 13.4 (2012): 395-402.







Objective - whether patient-reported pain relief improved with SRS vs 

cEBRT - 1 to 3 vertebral metastases.

353 patients enrolled , 339 analyzed.

16 or 18 Gy to involved vertebral level(s) only vs 8 Gy to the involved 

vertebra plus 1 above & below

Conclusions and Relevance - Superiority of SRS for the primary end point 

not found.

No spinal cord complications at 2 years after SRS. 

Further investigation - oligometastases, where durability of cancer control  

essential.





4 key questions - 22 recommendations and 5 

statements 

 1) What is the overall pain response rate, complete pain response rate and 

duration of pain response after SBRT for painful vertebral metastases? 

How does pain response after SBRT compare to conventional palliative 

radiotherapy? 

 2) What is the local control (LC) after SBRT for spine metastases? What is 

the role of spine SBRT in oligo-metastatic disease (OMD)? 

 3) What is the practice of spinal SBRT to optimize safety and efficacy 

according to available evidence? 

 4) What is the toxicity profile of spine SBRT? 





Pain scales







Target volume recommendations

























 T1, T2, STIR images

 1mm thickness

 18 to 24 Gy in 1 fraction

 24 Gy in 2 fractions

 24 to 30 Gy in 3 fractions

 30 Gy in 4 fractions

 30 to 40 Gy in 5 fractions

 12- 14Gy to spine; 16-18 Gy to thecal sac



 Modulated treatment planning system. 

 Dose calculation grid size < 1.5 mm

 Modern dose calculation algorithm 

 End-to-end tolerance of<2 mm, max PTV 3 mm

 Six degrees of freedom (6DoF) couches 

 Verification imaging, especially after large pitch & roll corrections (e.g. > 1°

 QA









Work flow



Post op

Caption



Largest

 N= 186

 24 single vs 27 to 30/3 vs 18 to 26 in 5-6

 Local progression at 1 yr - 16.4% vs 4.1% vs 22.6%

Laufer, Ilya, et al. "The NOMS framework: approach to the treatment of spinal metastatic tumors." The oncologist 18.6 (2013): 744-751.



ISRS guideline post op

Faruqi, Salman, et al. "Stereotactic radiosurgery for postoperative spine malignancy: A systematic review and International Stereotactic Radiosurgery 

Society Practice Guidelines." Practical Radiation Oncology 12.2 (2022): e65-e78.







https://www.cartoonstock.com/cartoon?searchID=CS179759



Re RT

 20% after 8Gy/1#

 2019 NHS Review

Myrehaug, Sten, et al. "Reirradiation spine stereotactic body radiation therapy for spinal metastases: systematic review: International Stereotactic 

Radiosurgery Society practice guidelines." Journal of Neurosurgery: Spine 27.4 (2017): 428-435.



ISRS Guidelines



Toxicity data



https://amorebeautifulquestion.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Einstein-Light-Beam2.png



Primary Spine Tumours
Chordoma

 n=12; 16 Gy, 24 Gy single 

 n=12; 24 Gy in 1 fraction or 24-36 Gy in 3 fractions

 Upfront, Local control 80% vs 57% salvage

 n=20; median dose 37.5 Gy / 5 ; local relapse free survival 

90% at 28 months

Jung, Edward W., et al. "Single-fraction spine stereotactic body radiation therapy for the treatment of chordoma." Technology in Cancer Research & 

Treatment 16.3 (2017): 302-309.

Yamada, Yoshiya, et al. "Preliminary results of high-dose single-fraction radiotherapy for the management of chordomas of the spine and sacrum." 

Neurosurgery 73.4 (2013): 673-680.

Lockney, Dennis T., et al. "Spinal stereotactic body radiotherapy following intralesional curettage with separation surgery for initial or salvage chordoma 

treatment." Neurosurgical Focus 42.1 (2017): E4.



Neurogenic tumours



FU

Clinical follow-up

Spine MRI - 3-monthly in year one then 3–6 monthly

Interpretation of post-SBRT images challenging



Radiation myelopathy - 0.4%

 Total dose -median re-RT point dose maximum - 123.4 Gy in Myelopathy 

group vs 25 Gy in the non

 Limit cumulative BED to <140 Gy for thecal sac Dmax; maximum SBRT 

BED to 50 Gy

  At least 5-month b/n treatments

 Dose/ #

Sahgal, Arjun, et al. "Reirradiation human spinal cord tolerance for stereotactic body radiotherapy." International Journal of Radiation 

Oncology* Biology* Physics 82.1 (2012): 107-116.

Gibbs, Iris C., et al. "Delayed radiation-induced myelopathy after spinal radiosurgery." Neurosurgery 64.2 (2009): A67-A72.



HYTEC - 5%

 12.4–14.0 Gy in 1 fraction

 17.0–19.3 Gy in 2 fractions

 20.3–23.1 Gy in 3 fractions

 23.0–26.2 Gy in 4 fractions 

 25.3–28.8 Gy in 5 fractions

Sahgal, Arjun, et al. "Spinal cord dose tolerance to stereotactic body radiation therapy." International Journal of Radiation Oncology* Biology* Physics 110.1 (2021): 124



Vertebral Compression Fracture

 Dose per fraction >19 Gy

 Lytic tumors

 Baseline spinal misalignment

 Baseline presence of a compression # 

Sahgal, Arjun, et al. "Vertebral compression fracture after spine stereotactic body radiotherapy: a multi-institutional analysis with a focus on radiation dose 

and the spinal instability neoplastic score." Journal of clinical oncology 31.27 (2013): 3426.



Acute pain flare

 Single fraction

 Steroids

Kowalchuk, Roman O., et al. "Development and internal validation of a recursive partitioning analysis–based model predictive of pain flare incidence after 

spine stereotactic body radiation therapy." Practical Radiation Oncology 12.4 (2022): e269-e277.



 Plexoplathy

 Myositis

 Esophagitis

 N,V,D



Non spine Bone



Lopez-Campos, Fernando, et al. "SEOR SBRT-SG stereotactic body radiation therapy consensus guidelines for non-spine bone metastasis." Clinical 

and Translational Oncology 24.2 (2022): 215-226.





 Simulation CT in treatment position 1–1.5 mm

 At least 10 cm craniocaudal 

 IV contrast as needed

 Limit image artifacts 

 4D-CT if target/ OARs move

 T1W MRI

Palma, David A., et al. "Stereotactic ablative radiotherapy versus standard of care palliative treatment in patients with oligometastatic cancers 

(SABR-COMET): a randomised, phase 2, open-label trial." The Lancet 393.10185 (2019): 2051-2058.





 On board verification

 BED 60-100Gy

 1 x 20 Gy vs 3 x10 Gy vs 5 x 7 Gy

 1) moderate-severe cortical erosion≥30% (high risk of #)

 (2) extraosseous involvement

 (3) tumor volume or bulky mass (7 cm or more in diameter)

 (4) HPR

 (5) OAR Dose constraints

Mercier C, Claessens M, Buys A, Gryshkevych S, Billiet C, Joye I, et al. Stereotactic ablative radiation therapy to all lesions in patients with 

oligometastatic cancers: a phase 1 dose-escalation trial. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2021;109(5):1195–205.



 Moderate-severe cortical erosion≥30% (high risk of #)

 Extraosseous involvement

 Tumor volume or bulky mass (7 cm or more in diameter)

 HPR

 OAR Dose constraints

 Previous RT

 BOMET-QOL-10 questionnaire



Future

 Toxicity with immuno

 Abscopal

 Technology

 QoL

 Molecular

 Upfront vs Salvage

 Pain control
https://faqsupport.com.au/predict-future-outcomes-with-some-certainty/





https://quotesgram.com/img/einstein-quotes-about-learning/8297888/
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